SANCHAR NIGAM EXECUTIVES’ ASSOCIATION
Rajasthan Telecom Circle, Jaipur
No: SNEA/ Rajasthan/Correspondence/2016-2017/28

Date: 02.05.2017

To,
Chief General Manager
Rajasthan Telecom Circle
Jaipur.
Ref :- SNEA/Rajasthan/Correspondence/2016-17/26 Dated 25-04-2017
Sub: - Cancellation of arbitrary and baseless transfer orders and considering request transfer on point to
point basis.
With respect to above reference and subject it is stated that association had a meeting with circle
administration on 28th April 2017. Association demanded cancellation of baseless transfer orders
immediately and consideration of remaining transfer order on point to point basis.
The transfer orders issued vide letter No. STA/8-15/Ch-14/R-Trf/JTO/2017/11 dated 21.04.2017 by
Circle administration on stay basis, but no any criteria has been followed. It is on the pick and choose
basis only, no any uniform policy regarding stay has been followed. From one SSA six JTOs have been
transferred and at the same time JTOs having more stay at other SSA has not been touched in this list.
Due to this ambiguity lot of frustration has been developed in the mind of effected JTOs.

Six SSAs of Rajasthan Circle has been declared soft tenure station by corporate office to fill up
the acute shortage in these stations up to bear minimum strength of executive to maintain BSNL
services. Even though while considering inter circle request transfers by corporate office no any
executive is being transferred from the soft tenure stations to maintain the status co of executive
at these stations.
During formal meeting on 28-04-2017 with CGMT along with circle administration, association raised
the issue of cancellation of arbitrary transfer orders of JTOs issued on long stay basis vide STA/8-15/Ch14/R-Trf/JTO/2017/11 dated 21.4.2017. Circle administration pleaded quashing of whole transfer list will
not be good for those SSAs which are facing acute shortage. Than association demanded that in first
phase transfers from soft tenure on long stay basis and vise versa should be cancelled immediately and
request of those JTOs who has completed three years of stay at working station should also be considered
on point to point basis to reduce the number of transfers.
CGMT agreed for both the demands and assured to do needful earliest, circle administration has issued
request transfer order of SDEs who has completed four years stay vide memo No. STA/85/GB/Request/2016-17/Part/17 dated 29-04-2017. In this order request of Mr. M.K. Vijaywal had been

considered from SGR to Circle Office Jaipur, but Mr. Subash Chand SDE from Jhunjunu has been post
as his substitute. No any request from Jaisalmer and Sirohi has been considered but Sh. Mitha Lal
Phulwaria from Jodhpur and Mr. Pitamber Nanda from Udaipur have been posted at Jaisalmer and Sirohi
respectively. So substitute in the case of Mr. M.K. Vijaywal should be posted from Jaipur at point to point
basis and transfer orders of Mr. Subhash Chand from Jhunjhunu, Mr. M.L. Phulwara from Jodhpur and
Mr. P. Nanda from Udaipur should be cancelled.
It is very surprising that even after agreed by CGMT for cancellation of transfer order from soft tenure
and considering request of JTOs on point to point basis who has completed three years of stay, even after
passing of four days no any development is this regard is being seen.
So once again it is requested that commitment given by CGMT to that recognized repersentive
association should be honoured by circle administration so faith of association in circle administration
may not loose and harmony with association may not disturb.
I hope that your good honour will sympathetically consider our request and do need full earliest to
provide the relief to our effected executive.

(S.S. Rajput)
Circle Secretary
SNEA, Rajasthan

